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Biennial world exhibition for woodworking technology and furniture supplies

Assago, November 26, 2013

BIESSE GROUP BACK TO XYLEXPO
Long-awaited news that feeds expectations for Xylexpo 2014 as the first edition of a new and more
positive season. This is the mood after Biesse Group announced their decision to come back to the
biennial international exhibition of wood technology and furniture industry supplies. The next Xylexpo,
scheduled from 13 to 17 May 2014, will have the Pesaro-based multinational company among its
exhibitors, following a decision made few days after their return into Acimall, the association of Italian
wood technology manufacturers.
“The current renovation of our association – said Dario Corbetta, Acimall deputy manager, in charge
for all Xylexpo activities – has surely created the conditions for this new agreement. We welcome the
decision of the group’s owners and management with great satisfaction, but also with a sense of
responsibility and awareness, and a spur to do even more and better for the success of the
exhibition”.
A long-expected decision, we repeat, for an industry that has been put to a tough test by a long
period of huge economic difficulties; and now, there are hopes that other actors might come back to
Xylexpo as well. “This would be a great sign of unity and shared intent for “made in Italy”,
undoubtedly a further contribution to the success of Italian woodworking technology around the
world”, said Corbetta, who concluded: “For our part, as we have always done, we will do all we can to
make Xylexpo 2014 not only the key industry event in even-numbered years, but also a credible
showcase for the Italian industry”.

Hereunder, please find the text of the press release distributed yesterday, Monday, November 25, by
Biesse Group.
Biesse, back at Xylexpo, biennial world exhibition in woodworking Milan, 13th-17th May 2014
Pesaro, 22 November 2013 – Biesse Group, multinational company active in the sector of wood,
glass and stone-working machinery announces its returns to Xylexpo, after missing the two last
editions. Xylexpo, biennial world exhibition for woodworking technology and components for the
furniture industry will be hold in Milan from 13th to 17th May 2014. It will be an important opportunity
for visitors and customers to discover the ultimate advantages of Biesse solutions in terms of
machines, integrated production lines and software.
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